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War in the ruins of the black temple

Cygnar

Cryx

Major Beth Maddox

Bane Witch Agathia
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A battle brews for control of the black ruins…

The mysterious ruins of a long-abandoned temple were discovered in a forest, its 

black masonry in rubbles but for an inexplicable set of walls and four stairways. 

The stairs all led to the outer wall; but the central wall forms a barrier splitting the 

temple in two. Why would a temple be split in two?

The Cryx and Cygnar armies arrived at the same time, seeking powerful runes 

said to be singing somewhere within…  
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Cygnar deployed first, readying for a charge from the undead Bane 
Warriors

3 Gun Mages stationed on 

the outer wall within 

range of their leader, who 

stayed on the ground with 

the others. 

Stormguard Troops deployed in front of 

Maj. Maddox & her warjacks Firefly & 

Ironclad to withstand a likely assault 

through the central wall from the 

ghostly Bane Warriors who can walk 

right through it!
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Cryx’s responds with an aggressive deployment…

Cryx deployed 3 Bane Warriors on the outer wall 

w/in range of the leader & others who remained on 

the ground poised to storm the central wall. 

Satyxis Raiders stood beside Agathia, ready to 

receive ‘Ghost Walk’ & run through the central wall!

Agathia’s spell channeler, Deathripper, stationed at 

the extreme end of her range but where it can slip 

around the shorter section of wall.
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Cygnar advances and sets defensive positions…

Gun Mages run forward, the three on the outer wall 

now staring down rushing Bane Warriors. The 

others including the leader, station themselves on 

the stairs within sight of the ground and the outer 

wall action. 

Maj. Maddox casts a protective ‘Dauntless Resolve’ 

spell & enhances their ranges with a ‘Snipe’ spell.

The Stormguard runs ahead,

staring down the central wall.

All three Warjacks fan out to the 

left to form a barrier for Maj. 

Maddox, who sets herself within 

range of all the action.
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Cryx rushes again to look for first blood…

The Deathripper successfully ran 

into position in the corner within 

range of the Bane Warriors and 

Agathia, poised to channel spells 

for her if needed. 

Bane Warriors race forward on the outer 

wall towards the Gun Mages. Their 

counterparts on the ground are now 

immediately at the wall ready to rush 

through it like phantoms!
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Cryx rushes again to look for first blood…

Satyxis Raiders race to the central wall 

beside Agathia and her Slayer…

…while the Reaper races up the stairs to

run along the outer wall!


